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This invention relates to heat exchangers, and particu 
larly to a heat exchanger employed as ‘an evaporator for 
a refrigerant. > 

< Thepresent invention pertains to an evaporator made 
from a length of sheet material, preferably of aluminum 
which is formed throughout its length with channels in 
alternate converging and diverging relationship for sup 
porting a serpentine shaped conduit for the refrigerant. 
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The aluminum sheet is preferably of the stucco or other \ 
type which provides strength while permitting thinner 
sheets to be employed. The conduit is formed sinuously 
to have elongated sections thereof which nest within the 
channels of the sheet, with the loops at the ends pro 
jecting beyond the ends of the sheet. The channels of 
the sheet are further formed thereafter to have the ma 
terial thereof wrapped aroundthe straight sections of the 
conduit to secure them rigidly in position With the .metal 
of the sheet between the channels disposed in a smooth 
plane. The sheet is then formed into rectangular shape, 
with the loops of the ends overlapping the opposite ends 
of the sheet. One end of the sheet has extended tabs 
which lap over the opposite end of the sheet and are 
secured thereto by welding, riveting or the like. 

Four apertures are formed in the sheet near the ends 
which form the top part of the rectangular evaporator 
by which the evaporator is supported to a shelf or the 
top wall of the recess within the refrigerator. The top 
and bottom of the evaporator may be in parallel relation 
or the top may slope from‘ the center, a side or front 
end and when in this relationship the metal about the 
apertures by which the evaporator is supported is em 
bossed to be in a horizontal plane. A recess is cut in one 
corner of the sheet which is ?lled by a formed sheet to 
have recess therein for receiving an accumulator which 
is connected at one end to the conduit, the other‘ end 
having a length of tubing connected thereto by which 
connection is made to the refrigeration system. The op 
posite end of the conduit is disposed in position to be 
connected into the system and when the conduit is made 
of steel or aluminum, a length of conduit on theends 

_ is preferably made of copper which is brazed, welded or 
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otherwise secured thereto to permit the ready brazing of , . 
copper tubing to the ends of the conduit of the evapo 
rator; In some applications a panel may be applied to 
the'rear face of the sheet to enclose the evaporator on 
all. sides except the front. By having the channel por 60 
tions of the sheet and the conduit lengths disposed there- \ 
in iii-alternate diverging and converging relationship, the 
loop at the converging ends will nest between the oppo 
site or diverging ends and in this manner the tubes form 
ing the conduit for the evaporator nest with each other 
to have. the entire area affected by the refrigerant. 
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Accordingly, the main objects of the invention are: 
‘to construct an evaporator from a sheet of materialvhav 
ing alternate converging and diverging straight lengths 
foffa'psinuously formed conduit thereon, with the‘ end 
loops ‘located at the converging ends nested between the 
opposite diverging ends when the sheet is formed into 
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a closed ?gure forming the evaporator; to form chan 
nels in a, sheet of material lengthwise thereof in a man 
ner to have alternate channels diverging and converging 
at opposite ends so that conduits supported in the chan 
nels will have their loops at the converging ends ‘nest, 
between the conduits at the diverging ends when the“ 
sheet is formed into a closed ?gure with the ends over~ 
lapping; to secure the straight portions of a sinuously 
formed tube in alternate diverging and converging rela-' 
tion on a sheet with the looped portions at the converg< 
ing ends extending therebeyond to nest in the opposite 
diverging ends when the sheet is bent into a closed ?gure 
the desired shape for the evaporator; to form an evapo4 
rator with a top which slopes downwardly in which aper 
tures are provided in embossed areas located in a hori 
zontal plane, and, in general, to provide an evaporator 
which is simple in construction and economical of manu-‘ 
facture. , ’ 

Other objects and features‘ of novelty of the invention 
will be speci?cally pointed out or will become apparent 
when referring, for a better understanding of the inven-‘ 
tion, to the following description taken in conjunction _ 
with the accompanying drawings, wherein: 

Figure 1 is a plan view of a sheet employed in the 
construction of an evaporator of the present invention‘; 

Fig. 2 is an enlarged view in side elevation of an evapo 
rator constructed from the sheet illustrated in Fig. 1; I 

Fig. 3 is an enlarged plan view of the evaporator illus-' 
trated in Fig. 2; i ‘ ’ 
' Fig. 4 is a front view 
Fig. 3; a , 

Fig. 5 is an enlarged sectional view of the structure‘ 
illustrated in Fig. 3, taken on the line 5—5 thereof; _ 

' Fig. 6 is an enlarged sectional view of the structure 
illustrated in Fig. 2, taken on the line 6—6 thereof; 

Fig. 7 is a reduced perspective view of an evaporator 
showing another (form thereof; 

Fig. 8 is a broken view of an evaporator showing a 
further form thereof, and _ i 

Fig. 9 is a view of structure similar to that illustrated 
in Fig. 8 showing still another form of the invention. 

of the evaporator illustrated in 

It was found, when constructing evaporators or large ‘ 
productions, that the tool cost could readily be absorbed, 
but when limited quantities of evaporators were coh 
structed a similar tool cost would be prohibitive. As a 
result, it was dif?cult for the manufacturer of small quan 
titles of refrigerators to competewith the large manufac4 
turers because of the‘inability to employ high cost tool? 
mg . . .. 

The present invention has solved this problem by em 
ploying a method of construction in which a standard 
line of tools can be employed from which evaporators 

- of various dimensions may be readily constructed. An 
elongated sheet of material 19 is employed, having a 
rolled-over edge 11 at each side and channels 12 and 13 
formed therein throughout the length of the ‘sheet. The 
channels 12 are disposed parallel to each other and at 
an angle to the edge of the sheet. The channels 13 are 
also parallel to each other and at an angle to the edge 
of the'sheet and to the channels 12. In this manner, 
opposite ends of pairs of the channels will be reversed, 
diverging at one end and converging at the other. ' Ern 
bossed areas 14,,having apertures 15 therein‘, are also 
formed in the sheet adjacent to theopposite ends. One 
corner is cut from the sheet and tabs 16 are provided 
on one end, having apertures 17 therein which mate with’ 
apertures 17 on the opposite end of the sheet. The don? 
bled-over edge 11 is cut away at 18 at each end so ‘as to 
provideonly two layers of metal when the ends of the 
sheet are in overlapping relation. The sheet,may-b_é,' 
made of steel, copper or aluminum, but a stuc'cofo'r otheii-i 
wise strengthened aluminum sheet was found tor-be‘ nibsjr 
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adaptable, being readily bent and formed into the shape 
of the evaporator. , . ' 

A conduit‘21, which is also preferably made of alumi 
num, although steel, copper or other material may be 
employed, is bent into serpentine form, with the same 
size loops 22 at each end. Thestraight lengths between 
the loops are substantially equal to the lengths of the 
channels 12' and 13. After the tube is formed in this 
manner, the straight lengths are placed within the chan 
nels 12 and 13, with the loops extending beyond the ends 
of the sheet, and'the metal of the channel is formed 
around the tube, as illustrated in ‘Fig. 6. This may be ac 
complished by any well-known method preferably by that 
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illustrated in the copending application of ‘Thomas H. U 
Polad, Serial No. 215,822, ?led March 15, 1951, for 7 
Tube Enveloping PlategCondenser Having Rolled Ends 
and Method of Its Construction which has maturedinto 
Patent No. 2,772,077, granted November 27, 1956. After 
the lengths of the tube are retained in place in this man 
ner, the sheet is formed into rectangular or other shape, 
such as that illustrated in Fig. 4, to provide a closed ?gure 
the shape of the evaporator desired. The tabs ,16 will 
overlap the opposite end of the sheet, and rivets 23 ex 
tending through the apertures 17 secure the ends together 
vto complete the walls of the evaporator. 

As is evident from Fig. 4, the inner walls, of the 
evaporator will be of smooth construction as the conduits 
and the metal of the channel wrapped therearound will ~ 
be on the outer surface thereof. The loops 22 being at 
the converging endsofa pair of channels 12 and 13 
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will nest between theitopposite diverging ends thereof . 
to have the loop extending from one end of the sheet over 
lapthe opposite end of the sheet. With this construc 
tion the refrigerant is supplied to all areas of the sheet 
when formed into the evaporator. 
A separate formed sheet 24 ?lls in the cutaway. cor 

ner of the sheet, having a central recessed port-ion 25 for 
receiving an accumulator 26 to which one end 27 of the 
conduit 21 is attached. _The opposite end of the 'ac 
cumulator has a conduit 23 attached thereto and secured 
in position by a clip~29 which is riveted to the lapped 
over ends of the sheets. The conduit 28 extends along 
the top of the evaporator downwardly at 31 at onev side 
and then laterally at 32. When made of steel or alumie 
num a section of copper tubing 33 is brazed, butt-welded 
or otherwise secured to ‘the end 32 to provide an ex 
panded end 34 ‘to which the end of the conduit of the 
refrigeration system is readily connected. As illustrated 
in dot and dash line, the conduit 28 may extend. laterally 
across the top at 35 andthen parallel to a section of the 
conduit 21 at 36, with the length of copper tubing 37 se 
cured thereto. ' , , I . 

The opposite end of the conduit 21 may have a length 
of copper tubing 38 brazed, welded or otherwise secured 
thereto for connection into a refrigeration system. This 
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end may be bent laterally, as shown in dot ‘and dash 
line, with the end section of copper tubing 39» secured 
thereto. The sections of copper tubing 37 and 39 are 
disposed closely adjacent each other at the top center 
of the evaporator. ' 

. When it is desired to close the rear face of the evapo-. 
rator, a back panel 41 is provided the shape of the open 
ing through the evaporator, having ?anges 42 at the edges 
which extend over the reversely bent edge 11 at the rear 
of the evaporator and securedthereto by rivets 23. The 
plate 24 is secured to the sheet 16 by similar rivets 23 
and apertures 43 are provided in the bottom of therecess 
portion 25 for draining the vmoisture which may collect 
therein. Apertures 44 may be provided in the side walls 
of the evaporator for supporting a shelf between the two 
side walls in the conventional manner. _ 

It is to be understood that two sheets 10 may be em 
ployed, formed into U-shape, and a pair of the Ll-shaped 
sheets joined by their overlapped extending ends are se~ 
Cured together as by riveting in the manner herein illus= 
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trated. Such an arrangement is illustrated in Fig. 7 
wherein the adjacent loops overlap adjacent sheets in 
nested relation to therstraight lengths to form an evapo 
rator having all the area‘ thereof in contact with the con 
duit. Such an arrangement may be desired when a large 
evaporator is to be constructed from tools limited in 
length to form evaporators of smaller size. 
As pointed out above, the top of the evaporator may 

be parallel to the bottom but is preferably in sloping re 
lation thereto, to permit the water to run, therefrom 

‘I 

when the evaporator is defrosted. In Fig. 4 the top of 
the evaporator is shown- sloping from one side edge to 
another and may be arranged to slope from the front 
to the back. The sheet material may be of the expanded 
type or may be perforated as illustrated in Figs. 9 and 8. 
When employed, the serpentine tube is preferably brazed 
or welded directly thereto, depending on whether the 
material is steel, aluminum, copper or therlike. Such a 
tube would have straight lengths in diverging and con 
verging relationship to‘have the end loops nested when 
the ends of the sheet are secured together. , Before and 
after assembly the evaporator is suitably ?nished; if of 
aluminum, being suitably treated, baked, dipped in clear 
paint material and baked; if of steel, hot dipped, gal 
vanized or zinc plated, Bonderized and ?nished in sev 
eral ‘coats of paint. ‘ 
What is claimed is: _ . 

1. An evaporator made from ‘an elongated sheet of 
material which is bent transversely at four points to have 
the adjacent ends in abutting relation and forming an 
evaporator frame, a conduit formed into serpentine shape 
having straight portions the length of the sheet joined by 
looped ends, with the straight portions secured to the 
sheet when disposed in diverging relationship so as to 
permit the loop on the opposite ends of two straight por 
tions to nest therebetween when the ends of the sheet are 
secured together. . H 

2; An vaporator made fromzsheet material bent into 
reotangular‘form, a conduit of sinuous shape‘secured 
to said material, the conduit having straight lengths with 
loops at the ends thereof and with adjacent loops over 
lapping one another and disposed between the opposite 
diverging ends of the straight lengths extending from the 
loop when in secured position on the material. ' 

3. The method of forming an evaporator which in-_ 
cludes the steps of: forming channels throughout the 
length of an elongated sheet of material with alternate 
channels parallel to each other and at an angle to the ad 
jacent channels so that each adjacent pair will converge 
at oneend and diverge at the opposite end, forming a 
tube into sinuous form having straight lengths joined by 
loops, the straight length portion being substantially the 
length of the channels, securing the straight lengths with 
in the channels to have the loops extend beyondthe end, 
and forming the sheet into a closed ?gure and joining 
the ends‘ thereof with the loops nested between the op 
posite diverging ends of the straight portions in extension 
thereof, said sheet having the ends joined at the top por 
tion of the resulting closed ?gure. 

4. The method of forming an evaporator which in 
cludes the steps of: forming channels throughout the 
length of an elongated sheet of material with alternate 
channels parallel to each other and at an angle to the 
adjacent channels so that each adjacent pair will converge‘ 
at one end and diverge at the opposite end, forming a 
tube into sinuous form having straight lengths joined by 
loops, the straight length portion being substantially the 
length of the channels, securing the straight lengths with 
in the channels to have the loops extend beyond the end, 
forming the sheet into a closed ?gure and joining the ends 
thereof with the loops nested between the opposite di 
verging ends of the straight portions in extension thereof. 
said sheet having the ends joined at the top. portion of 
themesulting closed ?gure, and providing at least four 
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' apertures in the sheet by. which the evaporator is sup 
ported. , v 

5. The method of forming an evaporator which includes 
the steps of: forming channels throughout the‘ length 
of an elongated sheet of material with alternate chan 
nels parallel to each other and at an angle to the adjacent 
channels so that each adjacent pair will converge at one 
end and diverge at the opposite end, forming a tube 
into sinuous form having straight lengths joined by loops, 
the straight length portion being substantially the length 
of the channels, securing the straight lengths Within the 
channels to have the loops extend beyond the end, form 
ing the sheet into a closed ?gure. and joining the ends 
thereof with the loops nested between the opposite diverg 
ing ends of the straight portions in extension thereof, said 

' sheet having the ends joined at the top portion of the 
resulting closed'?gure, said joining of the sheets occurring 
at the center of the top portion of the closed ?gure from 
which the sheet slopes downwardly toward the sides, 
and providing at least four embossed areas near the 
corners of the top portion having apertures therethrough 
located in a horizontal plane. a 

6. In an evaporator, an elongated sheet of material, 
a sinuously formed tube having straight portions joined 
by loops, means for securing said straight portions to the 
sheet to have opposite ends of adjacent pairs of the tube 
diverging and converging, and means for securing the two 
endsofthe sheet together when formed into an evapora-. 
'tor, w'ithgthe loops extending from one end of the sheet 
nesting between the loops extending from the other end 
of the sheet. " . 

’ 7, In an evaporator, an elongated sheet of material, 
a sinuously formed tube having straight portions joined 
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sheet to have opposite ends of adjacent pairs of the tube 
diverging and converging, and means for securing the 
two ends of the sheet together when formed into an 
evaporator, with the loops extending from one end nest 
ing between the straight portions of the tubes which ex 
tend from the loops with the loops projecting over the 
opposite end of the sheet, said sheet being of the ex 
panded metal type. ’ 

9. In an evaporator, an elongated sheet of material, 
a sinuously formed tube having straight portions joined 
by loops, means for securing said straight portions to the ’ 
sheet to have opposite ends of adjacent pairs of the tube 
diverging and converging, and means for securing the two 
ends of the sheet together when formed into an evapora 
tor, with the loops extending from one end nesting be 
tween the loops extending from the other end of the 
sheet, the top of said evaporator sloping toward at least 
one side edge thereof. 

‘ 10. In an evaporator, a pair of elongated sheets bent 
in U-shape, a sinuously formed tube having straight por 

' tions joined by loops, means for securing said straight por 
' tions to the sheets to have opposite ends of adjacent pairs 
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by loops, means for securing said straight portions to the ' 
sheet to have opposite ends of adjacent pairs of the tube 
diverging and converging, and means for securing the two 
‘ends of the sheet together when formed into an evapora 
tor, with the loops extending from one end nesting be 
tween the straight portions of the tubes which extend 
from the loops with the loops projecting over the op 
posite end of the sheet, said sheet having rows of aper 
tures therethrough. . 

8. In an evaporator, an elongated sheet of material, 
a sinuously formed tube having straight portions joined 
by loops, means-‘for securing said straight portions to the 
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of the tube diverging and converging, and means for se 
curing the pairs of U-shaped sheets together to form an 
evaporator, with the loops extending from one end nest 
ing between the straight portions of the tubes which ex 
tend from the loops with the loops projecting over the 
opposite endof the sheet. ’ 
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